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Proposed West Elevation
Scale: 1:50

Existing painted white natural stone 
wall (shown indicatively).

Existing corrugated metal roofing 
(shown indicatively).

Existing traditional slate roofing (shown 
indicatively).

Proposed new code 5 lead flashing,  
min. 150mm upstand tied into 
underside of existing roof slate roof 
finish.

New 550x980mm, top hung, rooflight 
to be triple glazed, aluclad, to 
achieve a min. 1.4W/m²K, installed in 
accordance with manufacturers 
specifications.

DPM to lapped min. 150mm above 
finished floor level.
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Mr. T. Eagle

D.Stewart 20-Feb-24 C.Mackay

 - Site development boundary.

Location of Site in Relation to Inverness
Not to scale

Approximate site development boundary area:

20-Feb-24

Location Plan
Scale: 1:1000
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1. Corrugated metal roofing, to client 
specifications.

2. Horizontal timber cladding, to client 
specifications.

3. Vertical timber fin to edge of windows, doors 
and corners.

4. Grey finishing brick to form new underbuild.
5. Anthracite grey, triple glazed, aluclad windows 

and doors.
6. Anthracite grey, triple glazed, aluclad rooflights 

(min. low vulnerability).

* All rainwater goods to be LinDab anthracite 
grey, aluminium, or equal and approved.
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Proposed North Elevation
Scale: 1:50

Existing slate dormer cheek (shown 
indicatively).

Existing painted white natural stone 
wall (shown indicatively).

Existing corrugated metal roofing 
(shown indicatively).
Existing brickwork wall(shown 
indicatively).
Existing timber single glazed window 
(shown indicatively).

Existing traditional slate roofing (shown 
indicatively).

Proposed South Elevation
Scale: 1:50

Existing slate dormer cheek (shown 
indicatively).
Existing painted white natural stone 
wall (shown indicatively).

Existing traditional slate roofing (shown 
indicatively).
Existing white stucco wall (shown 
indicatively).
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-Location of intumescent cavity strips, as specified elsewhere.
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